
Perpetual second

Barbara Swindin

I the role of perpewal second really to be 0 frowned upon? That is undoubtedly
the category into which 0 many wives and girlfriends fall when climbing with their
menfolk. Yet in the Alp even today it i till considered quite re peclable, often even
desirable, to climb with a guide. Perhaps nowadays with the o-called liberation of
women, we should all be forcing our elve fonvard to the sharp end of the rope,
with it undoubted excitement~ and reward, bUl this might mean foregoing many
of the plea ures gained from pushing oneself slighdy beyond one' limits in the
security of climbing with a far more competent companion, and, in addition, 0

many of the mountaineering experiences curremly shared by unlikely partner
would never take place.

It seemed fitting that my temh Alpine ummer ea on hould start in a different
way from u ual and, above all, that the weather hould be just perfect. We were in
the Engadine in SE Switzerland, my husband, Les, and I, and although we had
walked into Pontresina only a few hours after our arrival in the area with the
intention of finding out if Waiter Kirstein was in town, we couldn't have been more
surprised than when within minutes we bumped into Waiter himself and his wife,
Bertha, strolling along the main street in the afternoon sunshine. Over a first-class
dinner that evening in WaIter' hotel, where we discovered to our dismay that it was
quite out of the question for a gemleman to dine without a tie, we arranged to
accompany our octogenarian friend on a day's outing a little later that week. We
then di appeared up to the Boval hut and put in a couple of days' training on Piz
Morteratsch and the Bellavisla.

A few morning later we found our elve being wafted upwards with the greatest
of ease in the plendour of a chairlift towards La Sours, a rock ridge situated high
above Pomresina, and considered a uitable day out for an unofficial 'guide', his
wife, and 2 relatively elderly, but extremely pritely, gentlemen of the Alpine Club.
Waiter had brought along Swan Ferguson to make up the parry. It wa for me an
unforgettable experience for many reason : for the first time ever, I believe, I wa
actually able to top and breathe and to appreciate the glorious urroundings truly
at my leisure, for I am usually rushing along, often quite demoralized, half a mile
or more in the rear, wondering when or whether my six foot male companion will
be kind enough to wait for me, or wor e till, when roped together, being half
dragged across soft glaciers in the heat of the midday un or hassled ince sandy on
steep, loose de cents-always conscious that they must be thinking: 'Come on,
Barbara, you're holding us up again.' On that magnificem day in July 1979,
however, the boot was, so to speak, on the other fool. Whilst Les guided WaIter
along, I wa able to stop for the odd breather, and listen to Stuart's innumerable
hilarious stories, or pause alone to gaze at the whole panorama of the
Berninagruppe spread out before us on the other side of the valley.

From the Engadine Les and I moved W to the Bernese Oberland to meet some
younger friends of our own vintage. This was our fifth joint attempt to climb in the
Oberland and so far we had not been very succe sful, chiefly becau e of poor
weather. This time was to be different, though on the first morning I found myself
wondering whether we were going to be foiled in our efforts once more. The perfect
weather of the previous week had begun to break and here in Meiringen it was
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uncomfortabl . sulll)'. The high moul1lains were shrouded in grey storm clouds a
we ascended the Grimsel Pass, and there our first plan was up et as we discovered
Ihal the road to the Oberaarsee was closed to all but COl1lractor ' traffic. Spurning
the idea of walking a couple of hours along the hard, stony track at each end of our
propo ed tour, we decided to drive in tead to Fiesch, rake the cable car to

Kuhboden and then walk up the Aletsch glacier 10 the Konkordia hut. Much to my
delight I was recognized there immediately by the warden, who had been so helpful
to u when one of our party had been ill there a few year ago on a ski-ing trip. ext
morning the condition were ralher uninviting and in tead of climbing the
\ eissnollen a we had iJ1lended as a training route for our unacclimalized friend,
we pressed straight on over the Grlinhornli.icke to the Fin teraarhorn hut.

When we arrived there, we were surpri ed to dis over thal sevel"al partie had et
out that morning in the inclement weather to climb the Finsteraarhorn via the
Hugisatlel. Perhaps this wa why we didn't object ,,,hen the guardian woke us up
next day before it was light, and despite various ll1ulterings about whether it was
really worth going OUI and. ir we did, whelher wc should put OUI" cagoule
on before wc had even left the helter of the hut, we set off al about 4am. It was.iu t
pitting with rain. It was hard work ascending the crumbling moraine behind the

hut and "T were all glad "'hen we caught Les up at the top of the rocks. l.iu t had
Ihe kelin 1110 t of the way up to there that certain person behind me were wishing
I would go a little fa ter-why ye , indeed, here I was again, the on I\' female in a
party of 6. Howe"er, fOl" that day al least my ego wa to get a litlle boo t, as il oon
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became appareJ1l Ihat my wcek or acclimatization in the Engadine wa paying
dividends, We had or'iginally hoped to climb the mountain via the E ridge, but the
thick cloud prevcmed us rr'om anempting to find it and \\'(' opted 1'01' the normal
mule up 10 the Hugi,altel. I scemed to ny along with no e/Ton at all over Ihe lecp
snow-slopes, Whal bliss, Ihi, must surely be what 1lI0ul1lainecring is all aboul, but
how rarely it secms to happen! It lOok u about an hour 10 reach the urnmilOrlhe
Finsteraarhorn rrom the Hugisaltel and I cnjoyed c"cry minute or it. It is a
rock-ridge with a huge drop on the E idc, bUI this was shmuded in mi t and I
ncver cven noticcd it. Thc rocks were covered in ome placcs by old snow and in
olher by a previou day' rre h rail, but it wa n't difficult 10 c1imb-rar easier than
the 5 ridge or the Lagginhorn had been in similar conditions a rew years previously,

Another' day dawned and this time it wa all an Alpine morning hould be: clear
and frec/in?;, II wilSjuSt as wcll il ,,'as such a good da", as \\T miglu havc hcen rorced
to reconsider our plans, From the Finsleraarhorn hUI, we were 10 walk up the Fiesch
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glacier, through the ice-fall and then climb ovel' the Gross Fiescherhorn to the
Ewigschneefeld and thence to the brand new, privately owned hut at the
Obermonchjoch. It was the crossing of the ice-fall which might well have deterred
us in milder tcmperatures, a there is a certain amount of objective danger from
overhanging ice in the glacier itself and from stones falling from the cliff on the
right.hand side. As it was, one small stone did, in fact, ping right pa t Les's nose.
The scencl)' viewed from the head of this glacier is quite spectacular-on the one
side is the knife-edge of the Gros Grunhorn and on the other, farther back, is the
sharp ridge we had just climbed the day before on the Finsteraarhorn, rightly
described as the 'monarch of the Bernese Oberland'. Here at the head of the glacier
we nearly made an unfortunate error. The peak in front of us looked quite exciting
and we spent some minute discussing the route up the snow ridge which looked
extremely badly corniced. It was not until we had taken a few more steps in its
direction that we realized that this was not in fact the Fiescherhorn at all, but the
Ochs! It does say in the British guide-book that parties can easily lose their way
here in mist-but in full sunshine there can really be no excuse for such an error.
Admittedly it had struck us as slightly peculiar that there should be quite so much
snow on what was supposed to be an easy rock ridge.

A chilly wind deterred us from spending LOO much time on the airy summit of
the Gross Fiescherhorn when we did eventually get there, and our party of 3-we
had roped up thus for the ice-fall-was the first to start off. The descent tOok me by
surprise. It is a very narrow, exposed ridge with snow-crests and intermittent rock
teps which were still covered here and there by fresh snow. Just as the gradient

eased off and I was beginning to breathe more easily, we came to an abrupt
precipice, and were forced to drop down the face to the right at an angle of about
50°. A slip here could send you hurtling several thousand feet to your doom.
Luckily there was already a faint line of steps indicating the way down the slope,
but despite assurance of firm anchorage from both my partners, I descended with
extreme caution, my nerves on edge. We regained the ridge a rope's length down,
and from there the going was much easier and our pany began to romp ahead.
Indeed, as we came to the glacier bowl below the Obermonchjoch, I was going so
well I might have been a racehorse sensing the stable at the end of the race.

The Obermonchjoch hut is ideally situated for a short, easy ascent of the
Monch, thus perfect for peak-baggers like me, though perhaps not quite so useful
for hardier mortals requiring a greater degree of severity in their climbs. After a
climb of 11 hours the next day, having started at the civilized hour of 7am, we were
basking in the sunshine on the top of the Monch with an unrivalled view of the S
face of the Eiger a few feet below us! But even a night in the luxurious surroundings
of a modern hut has its hazards. We were unfortunate enough to spend 2 nights
there of equal ferocity with gale· force winds threatening to wrench the very
supports {i'om the cliff below. The hut rests on steel girders attached to the cliff, and
as soon as the wind blows with any force, the hut seems LO heave violently like a ship
on the sea. On our second morning there the visibility was nil and the glaciers were
covered in fresh snow obliterating all the tracks of the previous days. In these
hostile conditions we set off for the Rhone valley down past the Jungfraujoch and
then on and on and on over the great Aletsch glacier. The upper part of this is very
crevassed indeed and we were all vel-y grateful to Les who led us without incident
through the maze in the white-out down to Konkordiaplatz. From there not only
does the terrain improve as the glacier is just bare ice in summer, but the clouds
al 0 lifted and we were able to unrope and carry on at our own pace.
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After returning 10 the valley from our week's lOur in the Bernese Oberland, we
drove immediately 10 Randa in the Zermatt valley, where we camped and spent a
couple of nights and a whole day recuperating from our labours. Then we went up
to the Dom hut, a steep, unrelenting walk through pine woods and up rocks and
scree, with magnificent view' of the Weisshorn behind, and from the terrace of the
hUl itself you cannot but be stunned by the majesty of the Matterhorn at the head of
the valley. The weather was again very good. We had intended 10 do first the
Taschhorn via the Kin face, and on the second day something else, as yet
undecided. But the exce1lelll condition lOok us somewhat by surprise and we
changed our plans, some hours after setting out the next day, when we saw the sun
shining on the relatively bare rocks of the connecting ridge from the summit of the
Taschhorn to the ummit of the Dom.

As we set out in the night for the Kin face, I was rather grumpy. My enthusiasm
for nocturnal starts had disappeared when I discovered that this time half the party
had already set ofl" without me up the moraine. Evidently I had been too inefficient
at getting myself organized. So I spent the first hour and a half in very low spirits,
wondel'ing why I ever go climbing in the Alps at all! How much easier it must be to
spend one's summer holidays just lazing on a Mediterranean beach. It's a very long
tedious \\"alk uphill to begin with, following the same track we'd taken to go to the
Festigrat on the Dom a few yeal's ago. Eventu'ally we broke off to the right over the
glacier and on the other side the going became much steeper and I found that my
physical condition was as poor as my mental condition. It was a real struggle to get
up to the bergschrund below the Festi-Kinllicke. Anyway, the physical struggle at
least improved my state of mind and I arrived at the bergschnll1d feeling more my
usual selL Here we decided to make a slight detour, following some tracks which
were already there. The tracks brought us to the first point where it appeared
possible to cross the bergschmnd in ascent and led to a very steep slope up to the
ridge separating the 2 glaciers. We actually came out at the very point where you
have to descend on the other side. This lOOm descent was really quite horrible, as
the rock \\"as so loose, and I found it quite terrifying wondering whether any of my
companions above would inadvertently set free any stones. The slightest movement
was enough to touch ofT a whole load of rubble. Luckily we had the route to
ourselves. Rather relieved, we all reached the glacier bowl on the other side safely,
but I did just wonder whether I would enjoy the return trip any more-at this stage
\\"c had no thoughts of the Dom, \\"e were only intending to climb the Kin lace and
return the same way. Another thing that put me ofl" the descent was the thought of
having to abseil down the steep slope from the Festi-Kinlucke and leap backwards
over the bergschrund on the other side.

o\\" wc started to climb the Kin face. I was still stmggling to keep going as I was
feeling really weary, but the scener-y began to become much more int.eresting and
there wer'e good views towards the W. The face was in excellent condition and very
straightlorwal-d. We zig-zagged up the track which already existed towards some
immense, perilous-looking eracs three-quarters of the way up and at this point we
cut across leftwards directly underneath this ice barrier to gain the steep, but less
dangerous slope above. Some verglased rocks brought u on to the Teufelsgrat at
the point indicated in the British guide-book. Here the adrenalin suddenly seemed
to start pumping round in my body. The situation reminded me rather of Le Rasoir
on the Zinalrothorn-small gaps to be crossed on razor edges perched high above a
staggering void. With iny heart in my mouth I reached (he summit, where a few
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momellt,' relaxalion in lhe un oon broughl me back to my lhoughts of only 30
mimlle previou Iy, a vel ullvoiced: thal this wa an opportunity nOI tQ be mi ed
wilh lhe Taschhorn-Dom lraverse literally al our feet in almost perfect condition.
BUI I couldn'l help wondering whelher I was up to it in my pre elllfi'ame of mind.
So far lhis 'eason nIne s had been no problem, I had been climbing as I had never
climbed befolT, bUI on lhi, particular morning I had been going far from well. On
lhe other hand. if I in i led on going do\\·n. Les would probably have been obliged
to accompany mc, and this was a route he had been talking aboul for years. I
cuuldn'l bear 10 lel him down. And in any case I myself, curiously enough, found
lhe lure of Ihal ae lhetic knife-edge gleaming in the un almost irre iSlible. The
decisioll wa made: wc would go on. 0 I made a privale mental nOle lhal I would
keep a Brilish slill' upper lip all the way, that I would contain my fcars complelely
and JUSI gn on with lhe climbing as cllicicntly as I could. Wc were once again I"oped
together in 2 parties 01'3. and I was abm'c all determined in a way I ha\'e never been
before lhal I would in 110 \,'ay spoillhe enjoymenl of my 2 partner. I uppose I did
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do so a little, but only to the extent that they couldn't move as quickly with me as
they would have done on their own. John Oaks went in front and gave me kind,
curt directions wherever the rocks were the slightest bit awkward. I followed him
without hesitation, except at one point where short people were obliged to grab at a
sling, and swing out over space in an effort to reach the comparative comfort of the
next handhold which was more than my arm's length away. Les was marvellous too,
keeping quietly just behind me, securing me, but never hassling me as he had done
on easier occasions. The situation here was so much more serious. The whole ridge
from the summit of the Taschhorn down to the col is extremely exposed. Saas Fee
lies directly below you on the one side, thousands of feet down almost vertical
slopes, and on the other side, equally vertiginously, lies the Zermatt valley. I soon
began to grasp the technique of hand traversing as there was slab after slab to
descend in this manner, precariously perched above the 2 valleys. It took us 2 hours
to reach the col, 2 hours of acute mental tension, broken here and there by an
equally acute sensation of delight. It was a lovely morning: perfect weather; no
need to fear oncoming storms.

By now we were a long way ahead of our friends in the other party and we had
decided to unrope at the col and continue in 3 parties of 2. So Les and I set off
leaving John to wait for the others who were .within earshot by the time we had had
a bit to eat. We had also caught up the only other party on the route in front of us,
and unfortunately set offjust behind them. I had really been looking forward to the
2 hour climb up the ridge to the summit of the Dom. It looked most impressive and
was completely dry. I could imagine the delight of easy upward climbing, reaping
the benefits of that hairy descent we had just accomplished. Imagine my
disappointment then, when I all too soon discovered that the Domgrat is not at all
as pleasant as I had been led to believe and is, in fact, nothing but heap after heap
of loose stones until you come to the final tower which is a minor improvement.
The continental party in front of us were by no means as careful as we try to be in
ascending such piles of lethal weapons and stone after stone came rattling down in
our direction. The sooner we could overtake them the better. But it was quite some
time before we succeeded in doing just that. By then our friends were also beginning
to catch us up as I am invariably slower than they are in ascent. By the time we
reached the final tower, I was beginning to tire, but the sight of the summit only a
few metres away gave me the ultimate boost and I was soon sitting on the top of the
Dom, my heart swollen with pride and exhilaration. I'd done it, and I was still in a
fit enough state to get myself down to the hut without too much discomfort and
certainly without spoiling anyone else's day.

By the time we did arrive at the hut some 3 hours later after a long, hot flog
down the glacier with sorely aching knees, we were all 6 pretty exhausted. But the
hut guardian revived our spirits considerably when he took an unexpected interest
in our exploits. He is really one of the nicest wardens I have encountered in the
Swiss Alps and takes a special interest in the British. He appeared to be as over the
moon as we were about our achievement and offered us as much soup and tea water
as we could absorb. A bottle of wine helped to crown the event and none of us had
any difficulty in sleeping that night.

You would have thought that the traverse of the Taschhorn-Dom would have
been the climax of my Alpine achievements this summer, bearing in mind all I have
indicated about my state of mind. However, it was the last route of all that gave me
the most pleasure at the time and at least as much satisfaction as the Taschhorn-
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Dam. This was partly because I was for the first time in the holiday climbing with a
different partner, with whom I am, in fact, no more an equal than with Les, but
because it was a different person, I felt I had that much more personal
responsibility for my actions.

With Geoff Causey I climbed the Rotgrat on the Alphubel on yet another perfect
day. This was my third ascent of the Alphubel within 12 months! Yet each time I
climbed a different route and each time the pleasures were very different. On this
occasion I was fully aware that my climbing companion, although he had seen me
in action many times before, had grave doubts as to my suitability for the role of his
second. So I spent the whole day determined not to let myself down and to prove
that women like me really aren't such a drag after all. Female chauvinism perhaps.
Everything about this climb was superb. We left the hut in the dark and dawn was
just breaking as we were starting to climb the Wissgrat, which leads up to the rock
knoll where you join the Rotgrat proper. It was cold and crystal clear, the mountains
were bathed in the most beautiful pink glow, and the rock we were climbing on was
clean and dry and for the first few hundred feet there were Alpine flowers peeping
out of every tiny crevice. Geoff and I roped up fairly low down and so we lagged a
little behind the other 2 men who were with us, but we caught them up when we
reached the top of the snow-shoulder, where the rock step seemed to present some
navigational difficulties. Here we lost quite some time trying to find the gangway
system mentioned in the guide-book, which was very obvious when we did
eventually find it, just a few feet directly above the snow-shoulder. When we moved
out rightwards on to the more exposed part of the ridge we were in the full blast of
an icy cold wind and the more we delayed in our route-finding the more numb our
fingers became. By the time it was my turn to follow Geoff up a delicate little slab
overhanging the big gully on the right, my fingers were quite dead and I couldn't
feel a thing.

Once we had sorted out these little problems and faster movement had restored
us to normal body temperature, we were able to carry on climbing without any
more halts up the rocky crest to within a couple of hundred feet or so of the top of
the Rotgrat, where we opted to take the snow-slope on the left-hand side to reach
the summit ridge. Geoffand I had somehow stolen the lead again, and we were able
to enjoy the superb silence of the summit for a few minutes completely alone. On
my 2 previous visits such solitude was an unheard of luxury. The Alphubel really is
located in one of the most magnificent spots of the Alps: it is lower than its
neighbours which tower around it in every direction, but it is all the same a 4000m
peak and for all its relative smallness, and ease of access, the feeling of elation at
reaching its summit plateau is every bit as intense as that felt upon loftier peaks.

So ended my tenth Alpine season in the role of perpetual second-frustrated at
times admittedly, and occasionally pushed almost beyond my emotional limits, but
does that mean that I should not have been there, and that I should leave such
exploits to the tigresses of our era, those who are fully capable of leading every
step? I hope not, because the lure of the high peaks does not die easily away, and
next time I am fortunate enough to be back there, I do hope that there will be some
kind soul, male or female, willing to take on an ordinary woman climber in the
ordinary role of second on a fairly ordinary Alpine route. I think that in sailing
terms this role is known as 'crewing'.

Sum'mary: Engadine; Bernese Oberland-Finsteraarhorn, Gross Fieschcrhorn, M6nch;
Valais-Kin face-Taschhorn-Dom traverse; Alphubel-Rotgrat.
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